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Discover the entire outdoor
collection and make your
balcony, terrace or garden
look trendy this season.
OUTDOOR 2021

BETTER AT HOME

Your balcony, terrace or garden are the focus of our
new outdoor collection. Let’s welcome the good weather! We’re more than ready to create new memories
outdoors in great style. We have got the perfect solution for every outdoor space, no matter what size.
From the tiniest balcony to XXL corner sofas.
In or out? How about both! Interior and exterior furniture and decoration merge into the in & out trend.
Why choose one when you can have it all? This new
collection is designed to create an extra outdoor space in your home to make you feel at ease, adding an
exotic vibe with versatile pieces you can use all year
round.
Featuring this year’s trendiest materials. Terracotta
is taking over interior design thanks to its durable
features and its ability to add a natural vibe to your
decor. Or PET, an eco-friendly material made from
recycled bottles which we use to craft our rugs and
cushion covers. Among many others, like terrazzo,
steel, or sustainable solid wood.

KAVE HOME TEAM
Adredna hammock
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BETTER AT HOME

We always believed that an outdoor
space should be treasured all year
round.
Let’s make sure your home is a
great place to be at. Create your
own outdoor living room. Add some
designer sunloungers to your pool
or a create a cozy dining area for
endless summer dinners.

In summer you must enjoy every
last second to the fullest. Enjoy the
sunshine, the comfort of your own
home and create new memories
with your loved ones.
Discover our new collection designed to keep your outdoors looking
stylish all year round.

Jenell cement side table and Jenell terrazzo side table

LAUNCH ON MARCH 2021

BETTER AT HOME

OUTDOOR 2021

OUTDOOR COLLECTION
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The ultimate way to enjoy the fresh air?
With designer items made by using
traditional techniques and natural
or sustainable materials
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In the mood for Home

OUTDOOR 2021

BETTER AT HOME

This new collection will help you get
the terrace you’ve always dreamed
of. Create your own everlasting
summer paradise with pieces made
to shine through the seasons and on
gloomy days.
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Outdoors
all day, every day
Steel is the main feature of this sofa and
armchair. Comfort and design unite in this
light design which will make your outdoors
feel bigger and brighter. The perfect place
to stay and relax on your days off. Perfect
for covered exteriors.
Complete the look with our wide range of
eco-friendly PET rugs, made from recycled
plastic bottles retrieved from the ocean.
Brighten up your summer nights with our
100% outdoor lamps. They are portable so
you can carry them wherever you need them.

OUTDOOR 2021

BETTER AT HOME

Dinesh table lamp and Yinan side table

Mareluz black steel armchair, Aien multi-coloured striped PET mat and Dinesh floor lamp
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Outdoor lighting
Bring the light with you, without the
need for cables or plugs. We’re happy to
introduce you to Daniela, she’s delighted
to illuminate any room you need her in as
she is portable. And that’s not all, she is
also made for outdoor usage!
Discover the whole outdoor collection
to find the best fit for your home and
to help you create a cosy environment.
The Duka sofa is the perfect companion
for your terrace, as it is modular and can
adapt to any space. Thanks to its aluminium structure, you can safely place
it outdoors as it’s resistant and more
durable.

OUTDOOR 2021

BETTER AT HOME

Dianela table lamp

Modular 5 seater corner sofa and Duka table and Calantina multicoloured cushion covers
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Squared Beige Nedra pouf

OUTDOOR 2021

BETTER AT HOME

Your cosy corner
Who said that living rooms can only be
inside of a home? Flaviina is the perfect
addition to a relaxing look, ideal to enjoy
with your loved ones. Made from sustainable wood and hand-braided synthetic
rattan and its ends are perfect to keep
your drinks safe.
Get a personal and unique look matching
your new corner sofa with our 100% outdoor cushion collection.
Flaviina 5-seater corner sofa and table in acacia wood, Dialma table lamp and Almira cushion covers
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Beila sun lounger

OUTDOOR 2021

BETTER AT HOME

Sun loungers,
hammocks & relax!
Mood: from Monday to Sunday
Paradise at home. Chill out, wind down
and find the perfect comforting place with
our new sun loungers and hammocks. Enjoying your outdoors has never been so easy.
Caterin is a great choice to chase the sun,
thanks to its 4 position adjustable back,
UV-resistant green Textilene mesh and
wheels that will help you move it around
effortlessly. Made from sustainable
eucalyptus wood.
Caterin solid eucalyptus sun lounger
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Good morning!
You will want to have
your breakfast on this
terrace every morning

OUTDOOR 2021

BETTER AT HOME

Discover Better at Home
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Summer is here!
Your home is the greatest restaurant.
The perfect place to show what an amazing
chef you are. Bring your recipes outdoors and
see how they shine in the open air.
This is where you get to share, relax and enjoy
every second of your day. Your own paradise at home for the chilled out days and
for unplanned parties. Everything is better
outside.
Become the best host and make your gatherings even better with the Felisa hostess
trolley, made from sustainable solid acacia
wood. Its design includes wheels and a place
to keep your bottles safe.
Bon appétit!
Felisa solid acacia hostess trolley

OUTDOOR 2021

BETTER AT HOME

Emili solid acacia garden table
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Style is served!
Is there any better way to connect with the
environment and enjoy your outdoors than
with natural materials?
You’ll want to stay here all day! The Emili
table is 100% made from sustainable solid
acacia wood, with a teak effect oil finish.
The perfect place to share a meal in the
open air with your friends and family, where
to create new memories or remember your
craziest ones. Sounds idyllic, am I right?

Citronella scented candle in green 750 g

OUTDOOR 2021
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Hanzel solid acacia garden chair and Hanzel extendable garden table
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Mix & match
Inside or outside, you choose!
The Yanet chair is designed to add an
effortless vibe to any room, in or out,
thanks to its hand-braided rope seat
and materials which make it perfect
to complete the look of your covered
exteriors.
Looking for a trendy table? Concrete
is a great choice for the outdoors. It’s
a natural material that will help you
create an urban vibe and is perfect
to use all year round, as it resists
extreme weather conditions. No more
excuses once you have our Itai.

Yanet chair

OUTDOOR 2021

BETTER AT HOME

Itai cement table Ø 120 cm
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MAIN PRODUCTS

Mareluz black steel armchair

Mareluz three-seater black steel sofa

Florina brown hanging chair with base

76 x 77 x 60 cm

196 x 77 x 60 cm

62 x 46 x 73 cm

S734J03

S733J03

CC5970FN10
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Steel sets the tone for this collection, which combines comfort and style. Thanks to its lightweight design,
it adds a sense of light and space to our covered outdoor areas, inviting you to fully unwind.

Want to create an exotic feel at home? This polyrattan design is a must for lounging indoors or in your covered outdoor
spaces. With comfy cushions included, get ready for a new level of relaxation.

· Sofa and armchair with galvanised

· Hanging chair made from brown

matt black steel structure and cushions with removable covers included.

· The Mareluz collection has been
designed and created exclusively for
Kave Home by Petra Lassenius.

· Ready to relax? As well as coming
fully assembled, the steel structure
resists rust as well as corrosion.

· Get the whole collection, featuring a
matching sofa and armchair with the
same materials and characteristics,
to enjoy sunny days in comfort.

A Kave Home design

This collection has been exclusively
designed by Petra Lassenius for Kave
Home.
Instant gratification
Because we know you want to enjoy
your Mareluz pieces right away, they
arrive at your door fully assembled.
Soft yet tough
Not only do the cushions come included, the steel is UV-resistant so you
can enjoy these pieces in your covered
outdoor spaces.

hand-woven polyrattan.

· As well as offering a natural wicker
look, polyrattan is weather-proof and
easy to clean.

· Steel structure with beige cushions.
Chain, carabiner and base are included. The steel base can be disassembled.

Relax with rattan
Made from polyrattan, this piece has
the natural look of rattan while making your life easier. As well as being
more water-resistant, it’s easier to
clean and maintain.
Woven with style
The best thing about this hand-woven
rattan with its irregular shapes is the
extra dose of authenticity it adds.
Your Florina is exclusively yours.
Extra comfort included
Sit back and relax – comfortable
cushions are included with this chair.
Oh, and it also comes with a chain,
carabiner and base to set it up!

BETTER AT HOME

OUTDOOR 2021
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MAIN PRODUCTS

Itai cement table Ø 90 cm

Yanet chair

90 x 90 x 74 cm

50 x 41 x 42 cm

CC2218PR03

CC2034J01

Cement is one of the biggest design trends around and gives outdoor spaces a refined, urban look. This natural material
looks great all year round and can handle any weather conditions. Itai ticks every box, we reckon.

For meals indoors or al fresco, the Yanet chair adds a laid-back, contemporary look to any space thanks to its
hand-woven cord seat in natural green and the choice of materials, which are suitabile for use in covered outdoor
spaces.

· Bevelled cement table measuring

A concrete trend
Looking for a natural material that’s
also a massive design trend? We’ve
got you covered! Cement, made from
highly durable materials, ticks all the
boxes.

· Chair with seat made from

Innate authenticity
Every Itai is a unique one-off, just like
you. Made from cement, each one has
its own tones and textures that remind us how authenticity and nature
go hand in hand.

resistant to rust and oxidation and
more durable than standard steel.

Unique and long-lasting
Our Itai tables have been designed to
last forever, with a timeless look and
durable materials that are weatherproof all year round.

· Suitable for indoor and outdoor use

90 cm, the round shape offers more
space for chairs

· This set is made from cement, a
highly weatherproof natural material.
It’s resistant to water, UV rays and
extreme temperatures and is much
less likely to heat up than metal.

· Table available in a different size in
the same material and with the same
characteristics.

· A table that’s suitable for indoor
and outdoor use thanks to the design
and materials used, which will bring
any space right up to date.

hand-woven cord, which is UV-resistant so you can enjoy it in your covered outdoor spaces.

· The galvanised steel structure, is

· The Yanet chair is available in a
choice of colours and with matching
stools, too.

thanks to the comfortable design and
materials used, which will bring any
space right up to date.

Hello sunshine
Enjoy your terrace with Yanet. The
seat has been woven with UV-resistant cord and the steel is galvanised,
making it suitable for use in covered
outdoor spaces.
Extra comfort
Relaxing is easy when there’s nothing
to worry about. That’s why the Yanet
chair comes with a cushion with a waterproof, removable cover.
A colour for every taste
We want your Yanet to suit your style
down to the ground. Choose your favourite colour or mix and match them
for an eclectic style.
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MAIN PRODUCTS

Jenell terrazzo side table in black

Jenell terrazzo coffee table in white
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Lelis set of two planters

52 x 52 x 30 cm

CC2221PR01

27 x 27 x 16 cm

CC2223PR05

AA7828PR05

Take terrazzo outside and see what its urban good looks can do for your garden. Jenell’s design is a big contemporary look that you can enjoy year-round, thanks to the durability of this natural material no matter the weather conditions.

The Lelis planter set is just what you need to look after your indoor and outdoor plants. These pots are made from
terrazzo, a mineral-based material that’s a UV- and water-resistant and a great way to enhance the natural feel of
your space.

· Terrazzo side table measuring Ø 35

From floor tiles to the world
Terrazzo is here to stay. This multicoloured material has been around since
the 70s, starting as a wall covering
and now stealing the show in interiors
of all kinds.

· Set of two terrazzo planters with

Innate authenticity
Every Jenell is a unique one-off, just
like you. Made from terrazzo, each
one has a unique composition to remind us how authenticity and nature
go hand in hand.

highly weatherproof natural material.
It’s resistant to water, UV rays and
extreme temperatures.

cm / Ø 52 cm, specially designed with
two hand holes for easy movement.

· The table is made from terrazzo, a
highly weatherproof natural material.

· It’s resistant to water, UV rays and
extreme temperatures and is much
less likely to heat up than metal.

· Table available in a different size
with the same material and characteristics.

· A table that’s suitable for indoor
and outdoor use thanks to the design
and materials used, which will bring
any space right up to date.

Terrazzo for your terrace
Now that it’s here to stay, let’s add
terrazzo everywhere. It’s a versatile,
resistant material that’ll bring colour
to your home, from the hallway to
your outdoor space.

drainage system to maintain the
moisture levels the plant needs and
let any excess drain away.

· This set is made from terrazzo, a

· It comes with separate terracotta
dishes that you can place underneath
to catch excess water for the plant to
reabsorb.

From floor tiles to the world
Terrazzo is here to stay. This multicoloured material has been around since
the 70s, starting as a wall covering
and now stealing the show in interiors
of all kinds.
In full colour
We bet you’ve got all kinds of plants,
but does each one have a pot to
match? The unique combinations of
terrazzo in our Lelis pots mean that
no two are identical.
Terrazzo for your terrace
Now that it’s here to stay, let’s add
terrazzo everywhere. It’s a versatile,
resistant material that’ll bring colour
to your home, from the hallway to
your outdoor space.
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MAIN PRODUCTS

Dinesh table lamp

Dinesh table lamp

Dinesh floor lamp

Aien multi-coloured striped PET mat

30 x 30 cm

30 x 30 x 55 cm

35 x 35 x 65 cm

160 x 230 cm

AA7968S05

AA7973S05

AA8281S05

AA7964S05

Want to light up your world without the need for switches or plugs? Meet Dinesh, the portable lamp that loves to bring
light wherever it goes. Even outdoors!

Want to add some colour to your outdoor spaces? Simple. The Aien mat is 100% recycled PET, made from plastic bottles from the ocean. It’s also reversible, you can double your options. A happy home and a happy planet.

· Portable plastic lamp with black

Create your own ambience
Put Dinesh anywhere and it’ll illuminate the space, creating the perfect
atmosphere for any occasion thanks
to the choice of three levels of brightness.

· Eco-friendly mat made from 100%

The green light
This design features LED lighting,
which lasts longer and uses less
energy. And with different brightness
settings, the savings are guaranteed.

· This textile is quick and easy to clean

steel flex.

· Rechargeable cold LED light with
USB lead included.

· This lamp has an adaptable design
for use indoors or outdoors.

· Three levels of brightness to choose
from.

recyced PET from plastic bottles from
the ocean.

· An innovative design that suits interiors as well as exterior spaces.

with a damp cloth or even a hose.

· This is a reversible rug. Simply flip it
over to create an instant new look.

Ready to power up
To charge this lamp, all you need is a
USB connector. The cable’s on us and
comes included with this item.

Eco-friendly
Love design and the planet? This is
the piece for you. Aien helps to clean
up our oceans cleaner and gives plastic a new life. A designer one!
Washable
And it couldn’t be easier, faster or
more convenient. No need for dry
cleaners! You can keep this item immaculate without leaving home.
Mix & match
Mix & match with other items from
the Aien collection and accessorise to
add even more colour, comfort and
style to your home.
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COLLECTION

Caterin lounger
CC2158J33

Caterin lounger
CC2158J19

Caterin lounger
CC2157M46

Hemilce chair
CC2098J12

Nadin chair
CC2232J19

Nadin chair
CC2234J86

Adredna hammock
CC2157J14

Adredna hammock
CC2157J19

Adredna hammock
CC2157J86

Hilda armchair
CC2175J14

Yanet chair
CC2190J19

Yanet chair
CC2189J86

Yanet stool
CC2193J19

Yanet stool
CC2192J86

Chabeli folding chair
CC2094J12

Chabeli folding chair
CC2094J86

Geralda armchair
CC2095S12

Geralda armchair
CC2096J12

Ezilda chair
CC1998J11

Ezilda chair
CC1998J19

Majela chair
CC2228J11

Majela chair
CC2228J19

Samantha armchair
CC2195J19

Samantha armchair
CC2194J86

Abeli armchair
CC2243J19

Abeli armchair
CC2243J86

Galit chair
CC2004J11

Hilda armchair
CC2175J19
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COLLECTION

Nina chair
CC0555J86

Nina chair
CC2034J01

Sheryl chair
CC5078J86

Dalisa folding chair
CC2163J14

Dalisa folding chair
CC2163J19

Dalisa folding chair
CC2163J86

Surpika chair
CC5196S12

Isabellini chair
CC5195S12

Isabellini chair
CC5195S01

Isabellini chair
CC5195S31

Hanzel chair
CC2167M46

Emili chair
CC2168M46

Daliana folding chair
CC2160M46

Silla Hemilce
CC2098J12

Silla Nadin
CC2232J19

Silla Nadin
CC2234J86

Silla Yanet
CC2190J19

Silla Yanet
CC2189J86

Taburete Yanet
CC2193J19

Taburete Yanet
CC2192J86

Isabellini chair
CC5195S14

Silla Ezilda
CC1998J11

Silla Ezilda
CC1998J19

Silla Majela
CC2228J11

Silla Majela
CC2228J19

Elisia set
CC2169M46

Silla Galit
CC2004J11

Surpika chair
CC5196S01
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COLLECTION

Nina chair
CC0555J86

Nina chair
CC2034J01

Sheryl chair
CC5078J86

Hanzel extendable
garden table
CC2172M46

Dafne round garden
table
CC2171M46

Emili garden table
CC2174M46

Amarilis folding
balcony table
CC2177M46

Felisa hostess trolley
AA8025M46

Dalisa folding chair
CC2163J14

Dalisa folding chair
CC2163J19

Dalisa folding chair
CC2163J86

Surpika chair
CC5196S12

Nina table
CC2013PR03

Nina table
CC2014PR03

Nina coffee table
CC2015PR03

Nina side table
CC2016PR03

Huara side table
CC2017M46

Isabellini chair
CC5195S12

Isabellini chair
CC5195S01

Isabellini chair
CC5195S31

Isabellini chair
CC5195S14

Shanelle table
CC2259PR01

Shanelle table
CC2258PR05

Tella table
CC1972PR01

Advance folding table
CC0730R14

Hanzel chair
CC2167M46

Emili chair
CC2168M46

Daliana folding chair
CC2160M46

Elisia set
CC2169M46

Itai cement table
Ø 90 cm
CC2219PR03

Itai cement table
Ø 120 cm
CC2218PR03

Jenell side table
CC2221PR03

Surpika chair
CC5196S01

Jenell side table
CC2221PR01

Jenell side table
CC2221PR05
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COLLECTION

Jenell coffee table
CC2223PR05

Lelis set
of two planters
AA7828PR05

Lelis planter
AA7829PR05

Vilena side table
CC2225PR86

Vilena terracotta
coffee table
CC2226PR86

Dalila PET
cushion cover
AA8234J20

Dalila PET
cushion cover
AA8235J12

Dalila PET
cushion cover
AA8232J10

Dalila PET
cushion cover
AA8232J11

Dalila PET
cushion cover
AA8230J20

Set Celi de 2
maceteros
AA7825PR86

Luigina planter with
self-watering system
AA7836PR86

Luigina planter with
self-watering system
AA7837PR86

Janaina set of two
Karlina set of two
self-watering planters planters
AA8280K86
AA7827PR86

Dalila PET
cushion cover
AA8229J86

Dalila PET
cushion cover
AA8227J12

Dalila PET
cushion cover
AA8228J12

Dalila PET pouffe
AA8231J12

Dalila PET pouffe
AA8231J06

Denpasar planter
AA8163K86

Subject planter
AA8164K86

Elima planter
AA8165K86

Dalva planter
AA7835PR86

Catiana PET mat
AA8226J03

Catiana PET mat
AA8226J20

Catiana PET mat
AA8226J11

Aien PET mat
AA8222J10

Dalila PET rug
AA8236J06

Dialma table lamp
AA7964S05

Dianela table lamp
AA7965S03

Dinesh table lamp
AA7968S05

Dinesh table lamp
AA7973S05

Elbia PET mat
AA8224J29

Elbia PET mat
AA8224J11

Elbia PET mat
AA8224J03

Dinesh floor lamp
AA8281S05
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COLLECTION

Abish cushion cover
AA8657

Abish cushion cover
AA8658

Calantina cushion
cover
AA8659

Glendale
cushion cover
AA8662

Glendale
cushion cover
AA8663

Glendale
cushion cover
AA8664

Hermie cushion cover
AA8665

Hermie cushion cover
AA8666

Calantina cushion
cover
AA8660

Calantina cushion
cover
AA8661
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Our commitment
to the planet and society
Sustainability is more than just sustainable products

Citronella scented
candle in green 750 g
AA8029C19

Citronella scented
candle in garnet 750 g
AA8037C34

Kave Cares covers a whole range of aspects, from raw materials to
production processes, suppliers, our company and its facilities, the design
process, social responsibility and much more.
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PROUD OF OUR

CONTACT

DESIGNER TEAM

GET IN TOUCH
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MANAGING DIRECTOR
Fancesc Julià

KAVE HOME TEAM

COMERCIAL & EXPANSION DEPARTMENT

Federico Bergamino

customer@kavehome.com

Jordi Díaz
Òscar Doll

RETAIL DEPARTMENT

Júlia Comprubí

retail@kavehome.com

Mel Campi
Xavier Corcoy

PRESS & BRANDING DEPARTMENT

Núria Beltrán

press@kavehome.com

Bruna Vila
Núria Motjé

COLLABORATORS
Jordi Dedeu
Carles Margarit
Carlos Guijarro

Download the collection’s material

Mitos Bermejo
Press Kit
Tapio Anttila

designers@kavehome.com
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